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A step-by-step guide to kicking the sugar habit and living a healthier, happier life
With many Australians and New Zealanders drawing as much as a third of their
total caloric intake from sugar and enriched flour, sugar addiction is a rapidly
growing problem. Global sugar consumption has tripled in just the last 50 years
and the result has been increasing levels of obesity, diabetes, and other health
problems. Even worse, the more sugar we eat, the more sugar our bodies want,
leading to a dangerous cycle of sugar addiction. Beating Sugar Addiction For
Dummies, Australian and New Zealand Edition, presents a simple, step-based
program that gradually weans you off sugar in large amounts to let you live a
healthier and fitter life. The book explains the hidden sources of sugar we
consume, the effect that eating too much of it has on us, and how to cut down on
sugar without sacrificing the foods we love. Plus, you'll find healthy, simple meal
plans and recipes that include little or no sugar. Features practical guidance and
a simple plan for cutting down on unhealthy levels of sugar consumption Includes
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simple meal plans and 50 great-tasting recipes with little or no sugar Offers tips
on dealing with sugar cravings and what to stock in a low-sugar pantry No one
wants to give up the sweet things in life, but too much sugar is a recipe for ill
health and addiction. Beating Sugar Addiction For Dummies gives you the
information and advice you need to break the cycle and find a healthy balance.
Do you often feel tired and sluggish? Are you dealing with chronic pain that
comes from inflammation and its many diseases that can slow down your life? Do
you constantly crave sugars and find it hard to say no, even if the weight keeps
coming on and you can’t make it stop? If all of these sound like you, it is time to
get on a sugar detox. This detox helps you eliminate the root causes of your pain
and suffering, and it gives your body a natural way to clean itself out and feel
better. In just a few short weeks, you can feel so much better and even get your
life back! You are going to have a lot of questions when it comes to getting
started on a sugar detox. Some of the different topics we are going to discuss in
this guidebook include: What a detox is all about. The steps to help you get
started on a detox. The best foods to boost the immunity and clear out your
system. The nutrients you need to fight off common illnesses and more. The
importance of reducing inflammation throughout the body and how it can improve
the various functions of the body. How to begin on a sugar detox. The best habits
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that you can follow to help kick your sugar cravings to the curb. Getting started
on a sugar detox is not as difficult as others make it seem, and the benefits are
out of this world. Make sure to check out this guidebook out to learn how to get
started!
Sugar is the new controlled substance. More addictive than cocaine, the deadly
white stuff has become the focus of health professionals worldwide who are
highlighting the dangers of over-indulgence. And whilst we all know that a diet
high in sugar can cause obesity, heart disease, cancer and diabetes, it is now
also linked to a wide range of other serious health conditions, such as poor brain
development in children, cataracts – even Alzheimer’s. Quite simply, our excess
intake of sugar, from the spoonfuls we tip into our tea to the high levels of
fructose hidden in packaged foods, is making us fat and sick, and is prematurely
ageing our skin. In Sugar Detox nutritionist Brooke Alpert and dermatologist Dr
Patricia Farris provide a revolutionary plan which will limit excess blood sugar,
slim your waistline and increase your energy levels. It will help you to recapture
youthful skin and good health. The secret? * A three-day detox sugar fix to rid
your system of sugar and a three-day skin fix to pamper you on your journey to
looking and feeling great * A four-week eating plan, delicious recipes and menus
to help you to lose – and keep off – unwanted pounds now and in the future * A
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four-week skincare regime to fight the ageing process and keep your skin looking
as youthful as ever. This is an easy-to-follow plan for looking and feeling your
best – and most importantly, it will break your sugar addiction once and for all.
If you think of yourself as a healthy eater; think again. Many of us actually do not
realize how much sugar we consume on daily, weekly and monthly basis. Even if
you put little sugar in your morning coffee or have your tea without sugar, still
there are plenty of hidden sugars in the foods that you consume. Sugar is not just
a high calorie food, but it has many devastating effects on your health,
contributes to many serious health conditions such as type 2diabetes and heart
disease. Moreover, your sugar use can be the source of a lifetime of weight
fluctuations, mood swings, sleep problems, skin problems, thyroid problems and
others. Your interest in this book shows that you have decided to make a change
and undoubtedly it will prove to be the best decision you have made for your
good health and well-being.For putting your health plan into action, the most
effective strategy is sugar detox, because it will not only ensure improved health
but also help you kick off your food and sugar cravings.The name sugar detox
must not overwhelm anybody; a sugar detox plan does not need to be
complicated at all. In this book, you will find simplified information about all basic
aspects that you need to know to understand what a sugar detox is and how it
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works. There are chapters talking about what sugar is and what are its different
forms and how it affects different organs and systems of human body. You will
also learn about the hidden sugar in deferent food products. If you have heard
about sugar addiction, and want to know more, this book is a good resource as
we have discussed in detail what sugar addictions are and how to break this
addiction. You will find a 4 week detox plan including the foods you can and
cannot eat on the detox. Also included are the tips for re-introducing sugar in
your diet (if you choose to) once you finish the detox plan. In the last section of
this book you will receive a collection of sugar-free recipes for breakfast, lunch,
dinner and snacks to help get you started on your detox. If you are determined
for your sugar detox, this book is a valuable resource to have.
Do you feel sluggish and tired every day? Do you suffer from constant aches,
pain and weight gain problems? Do you want to take back control of your health,
body shape, and life? Then this book on sugar detox is for you. Habitual
consumption of high amounts of sugar leads to various health problems such as
cardiovascular diseases, weight gain, diabetes, false craving, skin problems, and
rapid aging. Various studies show that sugar is more addictive than cocaine, and
today, most Americans are addicted to sugar-rich foods. Often, people fail to
overcome sugar addiction with a regular diet. The reason is as they go through
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withdrawal, sugar craving makes it extremely difficult to stick to the diet. To
overcome your sugar addiction, you need a detox plan. This guide is designed to
help you effectively and quickly cut sugar from your diet without the withdrawal
syndromes. The guide helps you to end your sugar cravings, increase your
energy and lose weight naturally. The book includes the 10-day sugar detox plan.
A Sugar detox plan can include both vegetarian and non-vegetarian recipes, and
the book offers both types of recipes. The detox plan will improve your mental
and physical health and provide lasting energy. You will experience renewed
energy, health, and happiness from the real, whole, nutrient-rich foods that the
detox plan offers. Whether you are suffering from diseases such as diabetes,
high blood pressure, high cholesterol; facing a weight gain problem, or simply
addicted to sugar and want to live a healthier life, this book on sugar detox can
help you achieve the healthier version of you. This 10-day sugar detox is a wholefoods based diet plan that is easy to follow, effective and helps you quit sugar
within weeks.
Sugar Detox Sale price. You will save 66% with this offer. Please hurry up! 2 in 1.
Sugar detox for beginners and Ten Days Green Smoothie Cleanse (how to detox
your body, stop sugar addiction and lose weight with best recipes) Sugar Detox
for Beginners Easy Guide to Stop Sugar Addiction, Bust Sugar Cravings with
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Delicious Sugar Free Diet (recipes included) Are you a diehard fan of sugar? Do
you often dream how amazing you will feel eating all those cupcakes, muffins,
candy and chocolates? Do you hate yourself because of it? Well, no more of self
hate! This book has exactly what you are looking for to bust your sugar addiction
and cravings. It will tell you how to fix your mind so that you can get closer to
achieve your goal. It will also tell you what to buy and most importantly what NOT
to buy in its bonus chapter. All you need to do is to start taking this book seriously
in order to fix your mood, improve your body shape and clear your mind off the
excess sugar present in your bloodstream. This book contains: Strategies on
developing an anti-sugar mindsetGuide on how to spot companies that are
selling you products that you must not buy Delicious sugar free recipes that will
keep you away from sugar intake Strategies on cleansing your body from sugar
Tips on developing a sugar free lifestyle Ten-Day Green Smoothie Cleanse How
to Detox Your Body, Lose Weight and Increase Your Energy with Delicious
Green Smoothies(Best Smoothie Recipes) The ten-day green smoothie weight
loss and cleanse included in this book is an easy to read and understand version
of one of the more popular diet regimens to hit North America in a decade.
Practical and easy to follow, the nutritional plan enclosed with give you: Important
nutritional information about the ingredients that you will be usingHow
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detoxification helps in better health and weight lossTips for making the green
smoothies as tasty as they can beHow to move on with your diet after the ten-day
cleanse is done We have even included how you can modify the plan to suit your
needs, if you find it too hard to commit to the full cleanse. And as always, we
recommend that you talk to your doctor before beginning any nutritional plan.
Download your copy of "Sugar Detox" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With
1-Click" button. Tags: cure, lose weight, detox diet, detox clean, increase energy,
boost metabolism, quick start guide, short guide for beginners, more energy,
sugar detox diet, sugar free diet, suppress the immune system, cause premature
ageing, cause tooth decay, increase fluid retention, known enemy for regular and
good bowel movement, cause depression or mood swings, cause/contribute to
arthritis, Crohn's diseases, asthma, gallstones, appendicitis, heart disease,
multiple sclerosis, diabetes and more, cause concentration difficulties, crankiness
and hyperactivity in children, The Truth about Sugar, Sugar Addiction,
Understanding Sugar Detox and its Benefits, Start the 21-Days Sugar Detox,
Healthy Sugar-Free Recipes, beginners, easy guide, sugar addiction, sugar
cravings, 21 day sugar detox, sugar detox made simple, sugar detox recipes,
sugar detox free, sugar detox cookbook, sugar detox challenge, sugar detox, low
sugar diet, diabetic diet, sugar detox, sugar addiction, sugar detox diet, sugar
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cravings, sugar busters, sugar detox diet, sugar help, diabetes diet, how to detox
from sugar, sugar detox, how to beat sugar addiction, sugar free, sugar detox
cookbook, sugar free recipes, sugar detox, sugar free diet, healthy eating
Sugar Free: How to Stop Sugar Addiction, Lose Weight Quickly and Improve
Your Health Sugar is addicting and dangerous as is heroin and other illegal
drugs. Though it might not be as dangerous but it does affect you. Even when
you try so hard, it just sneaks back into your life. Sugar addiction is common and
leads to many potential health risks. This eBook will bring to you the details and
insight about sugar cravings, weight loss, the foods you must eat etc.
One Week to a Healthier, Sugar-Free You Do you constantly crave simple
carbohydrates like breads, desserts or sugary drinks? Do you treat yourself to
“one cookie” that quickly spirals into eating the whole box? Have you tried to cut
back on your sugar consumption before, but ultimately caved to your cravings?
You aren’t alone! Stop being controlled by your sugar addiction once and for all
by following this simple, achievable one-week sugar cleanse, designed by
integrative nutrition health coach and www.makemesugarfree.com founder Leisa
Maloney Cockayne. This quick and achievable cleanse is made up of seven days
of breakfast, lunch, dinner and snack recipes that are flavorful and satisfying
enough to help you quit sugar cold turkey, without feeling like you’re missing out
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on enjoying your meals. Choose from tasty options like: - Quinoa and Goat
Cheese Burgers - Bo-ho-llandaise Poached Eggs - Coconut Chicken Dippers Coconut and Vanilla Overnight Oats - Sage Pork Cutlets - Parma Ham and
Arugula Cauli Pizza Leisa includes a bonus chapter of healthy meals to enjoy
post-cleanse, to help you continue being conscientious and keep you from sliding
back into unhealthy, sugar-laden habits. She also shares lower-sugar versions of
your favorite desserts—because breaking your sugar addiction doesn’t mean
never eating the sweets you love again! Instead, it’s all about enjoying sugar in
moderation, without being controlled by urges and cravings. A former sugar
addict herself, Leisa will guide you step-by- step through successfully breaking
your addiction and start reaping the benefits of your new sugar-free life!
Get Rid of Sugar Addiction and Discover the Secret of Healthy Food! Do you feel that a
change is needed in your life and you do not know where to start? If so, then this is
what you ?ve been looking for, because this book isn't just about quitting sugar alone. It
is also about how you can become a better version of yourself. Just think for 1 Second
about the celebrities who follow Sugar-Free Diet, like Oprah Winfrey, Jennifer Lopez or
Kourtney Kardashian. Their army of fitness coaches or nutritionists are recommending
the Sugar-Free lifestyle. Don ?t worry! You don't need cooks or coaches because this
book will show you exactly how to do it! Here's what you'll discover: Why your addiction
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to sugar appears and how it affects your mood The truth about sugar/ added sugar and
what happens when you quit sugar Provides Studies of What is Making You Gain
Weight Healthy Lifestyle Choices Sugar-Free Homemade Recipes Daily Habits to
Change Your Life How to Overcome Sugar Addiction and Stop Sugar Craving And
Much More! Frequently Asked Questions: Q: Is this sugar addiction book for me? A:
This book is for everyone who is interested in a healthy lifestyle and want to stop eating
sugar, or those who want answers to certain questions and who want to change their
lives for the better. Q: Will this book on sugar addiction will help me stop sugar
cravings, even if I haven't succeeded in the past? A: I know how hard it is to overcome
temptations because I've been there too. But if I succeeded (being a gourmand
person), you can certainly do it too. Keep reading and find out different methods and
apply what you think is for you. Q: This No Sugar Diet will help me lose weight while still
enjoying my favorite food? A: There are many reasons why you gain weight. Sugar
Brain is one of the contributing factors, so cutting it out may lead to weight loss, but
there are many other factors at play. Let's talk about it and you will discover many
methods and answers that will definitely help you. This book will teach you everything
you need to know about Sugar Addiction and How Quitting Sugar will Permanently
Improve your lifestyle. So stop wasting your time looking for other books and start your
Healthy Lifestyle Choices Today! Sound Good? Then Scroll up, click on " Buy Now with
1 Click", and Get Your Copy Now!
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If you are ready to begin your sugar detox fat-loss plan and kick those sugar cravings
for good, now is the time to begin! This easy-to-follow book provides you with essential
advice, tips, recipes and meal plans to make losing weight on a sugar-free diet simple.
So, if you have belly fat which is stubborn to shift, kicking the sugar habit is essential.
Your metabolism will benefit and you will steadily see your body transforming as those
excess pounds disappear! A sugar-free diet and healthy fat loss is helpful for blood
sugar issues, cardiovascular disease and metabolic problems linked with thyroid issues
and PCOS. Plus mood swings, stress and anxiety can all be reduced when blood sugar
is balanced. Looking and feeling good starts on the inside. In this 21-day sugar detox
plan you can take control, eat healthily, improve your metabolism and lose weight. We
provide you with simple steps, delicious recipes and eating plans to make it easy for
beginners. Feel more relaxed, slimmer and healthier. Lose weight and beat the belly!
21-day sugar detox diet plan! Improve your metabolism and feel great! Boost your
health and well-being! Overcome sugar cravings! PLUS! Over 80 delicious sugar free
recipes!
"Sugar DetoxThe Ultimate Guide To Beat Sugar Addiction, Stop Sugar Cravings, Lose
Weight And Increase Energy With Sugar Detox Diet - Includes 27 Sugar Free
Recipes!In this book you will learn why sugar is so bad for you and how it contributes to
obesity and other disease. You will see how sugar relates to addiction and learn how to
maintain a healthier lifestyle. Features: The effect of sugar on your body and how it
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causes you to gain weight Why sugar is so addictive How to recognize hidden sugars in
foods you commonly eat Tips to Kick your sugar cravings A detailed 1 week sugar
detox meal plan including recipes Tips to maintain the lifestyle
If you are trying to get away from the sweet trapping so sugar you must get a copy of
"Sugar Detox Program: Getting Over Sugar Addiction." The book was written to help
individuals learn the best way that they can stop their cravings for sugar and also detox
the body of the excess sugar that it has in the blood. The solutions that the author
offers are extremely easy to follow and, if the reader follows the instructions, they will
have fully completed the sugar detox process and be much healthier in no time at all.
The reader would also have learned the best foods that they are to eat to prevent the
body from ingesting too much sugar. The text is ideal for home use and can really help
persons to learn the best ways to achieve health and wellness by being sugar free.
Sugar Detox for Beginners Are you struggling with sugar cravings? Do you want to
learn about sugar detox? Recent studies show that sugar is as addictive as drugs such
as heroin and cocaine. You may have a sugar addiction without even realizing it given
that sugar is present in a vast range of foods and beverages including cookies, candy,
ice cream, juices, soda, and even bread. Eating excessive amounts of sugar can result
in health issues such as weight gain, tooth decay, diabetes, and hypertension. This
book shares the most effective strategies for detoxing your body from sugar and its
harmful effects. By reading this book, you'll learn: - Why so many people constantly
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crave sugar - The health effects of being addicted to sugar - Why sugar detox is so
important - Tips on performing a successful sugar detox You'll also discover: - Sugar
detox breakfast recipes - Sugar detox lunch recipes - Smoothie and snack recipes for
sugar detox - Dinner recipes for sugar detox Sugar detox will help you avoid the many
short and long-term illnesses that sugar addiction creates. This book will show you how
good it is to live a healthy life free of refined sugar. Order your copy of Sugar Detox for
Beginners right now! ---- TAGS: sugar detox books, sugar detox for beginners, sugar
addiction, sugar detox diet, sugar detox recipes, sugar cravings, sugar free recipes,
sugar detox cookbook
Would you like to finally kick that bad sugar habit forever? Would you believe that in
only 21 days, you can create the good habits necessary to beat the cravings, and
completely change your body chemistry? The best part of mastering your own
psychology (aside from losing weight, and feeling amazing!) is that you can be your
own master again. In The 21-Day Sugar Detox Guide & Cookbook, you're going to find
out how you can make simple, easy adjustments to realign your diet with your beliefs.
No more sugar. Inside, you'll find: A 21 Day Meal Plan, To Take Away The Stress of
Decision Making Lists of Power Foods to Enjoy! Lists of Danger Foods to Avoid
Recipes for Delicious, Sugar-Free Breakfasts, Lunches, and Desserts A Step-By-Step
Recipe to Change Your Life Plus More! This is more than a sugar detox diet. It's an
introduction to the next phase of your life, a better, healthier, thinner, happier life. If
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you're ready for the challenge, and you're ready to kick sugar addiction, scroll back up
and buy The 21-Day Sugar Detox Guide & Cookbook now!
Sugar Detox Plan & Fatty Liver Diet Books Sugar Detox: Do you often feel tired and
sluggish? Are you dealing with chronic pain that comes from inflammation and its many
diseases that can slow down your life? Do you constantly crave sugars and find it hard
to say no, even if the weight keeps coming on and you can’t make it stop? If all of
these sound like you, it is time to get on a sugar detox. This detox helps you eliminate
the root causes of your pain and suffering, and it gives your body a natural way to clean
itself out and feel better. In just a few short weeks, you can feel so much better and
even get your life back! What a detox is all about. The steps to help you get started on
a detox. The best foods to boost the immunity and clear out your system. The nutrients
you need to fight off common illnesses and more. The importance of reducing
inflammation throughout the body and how it can improve the various functions of the
body. How to begin on a sugar detox. The best habits that you can follow to help kick
your sugar cravings to the curb. Fatty Liver Diet: Are you worried about your liver
health? Does liver disease run in your family? Were you diagnosed with fatty liver
disease? Have you heard that you need to follow a fatty liver diet or complete a liver
detox? Chances are if you have any concerns or problems with your liver, you
answered "yes" to at least one of these questions. This is probably why you are looking
into reading this book, Fatty Liver Diet – Guide on How to End Fatty Liver Disease. Now
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is the time for you to take your liver health in your own hands. Now is the time to make
healthy choices that can prevent and restore liver function. In addition, when you focus
on a diet that helps you burn stored fat, and you detox your liver, you also experience
better overall health. It is a great choice for anyone, but especially for anyone fighting
fatty liver disease. Nourish your body by eating healthy meals following the fatty liver
diet plan presented in this book. However, before you get to learn the foods, liver detox
plans, and recipes, take the time to really understand the role your liver plays in your
body, what happens when it stops working correctly, and how a liver detox can make a
big difference. But be warned! Not all liver detoxes are beneficial to your body. Some
disguise themselves behind false promises and unhealthy ingredients. Thankfully, this
is not a book that will encourage you to follow unhealthy diet plans or a liver detox that
is excessively challenging. The fatty liver diet presented here will not disrupt your daily
life, making it accessible for anyone who has at least one day to focus on their liver.
Fatty liver disease is an uncomfortable and potentially dangerous liver disease that you
can do something about by following a fatty liver diet as often as possible while also
completing liver detoxes when you need to. Take time to learn more about your liver
and how you can fit liver-healthy foods into your life for boosting your health.
Sugar Detox for Beginners Do you struggle with sugar cravings? Are you ready to learn
more about sugar detox? Recent studies have shown that sugar can be just as
addictive as drugs such as heroin and cocaine. You may have a sugar addiction without
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even realizing it given that sugar is present in a vast range of foods and beverages
including cookies, candy, ice cream, juices, soda and even bread. Eating excessive
amounts of sugar can result in problems like weight gain, tooth decay, diabetes and
hypertension. This book shares the most effective strategies for detoxing your body
from sugar and its many harmful effects. By reading this book you'll learn: * Why so
many people constantly crave sugar * The health effects of being addicted to sugar *
Why sugar detox is so important * Tips on performing a successful sugar detox You'll
also get: * Sugar detox breakfast recipes * Sugar detox lunch recipes * Smoothie and
snack recipes for sugar detox * Dinner recipes for sugar detox Sugar detox is a
valuable tool that will help you avoid the many short and long-term illnesses that sugar
addiction creates. This book will show you how good it is to live a healthy, happy life
that is free of refined sugar. Order your copy of Sugar Detox right now! ---- TAGS:
sugar detox, sugar detox for beginners, sugar addiction, sugar detox diet, sugar detox
recipes, sugar cravings, sugar free recipes, sugar detox cookbook, sugar detox book,
bust sugar cravings
Do you want to lose weight? In BLAST the Sugar Out!, Ian K. Smith, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Shred Power Cleanse, will guide you to eat well—and frequently—while
controlling carbohydrates and dropping pounds to get to goal. You will lose weight on this
diet—and start losing fast. Has your doctor suggested you get your blood sugar numbers down?
This 5-week plan comprised of simple, affordable, accessible food as well as more than 50
sugar swaps will immediately lower your blood sugar levels painlessly and easily. Do you need
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a plan that will decrease your fat and increase your lean muscle? The BLAST the Sugar Out!
five-week program is structured and clear about what you must eat at meals and for snacks
every day to keep on track. There’s no meal skipping, plenty of food, and short bursts of
exercise to super-charge your results. You won’t be hungry on BLAST the Sugar Out! You’ll
eat, drink, and learn to really taste good food again. Features more than 45 recipes for
breakfast, lunch, dinner and smoothies to satisfy every craving.
The 21-Day Sugar Detox is a clear-cut, effective, whole-foods-based nutrition action plan that
will reset your body and your habits! Tens of thousands of people have already used this
groundbreaking guide to shatter the vicious sugar stronghold. Now it's your turn! Use the easyto-follow meal plans and more than 90 simple recipes in this book to bust a lifetime of sugar
and carb cravings in just three weeks. Three levels of the program make it approachable for
anyone, whether you're starting from scratch or from a gluten-free, grain-free, and/or
Paleo/primal lifestyle. The 21-Day Sugar Detox even includes special modifications for athletes
(endurance, CrossFit, HIIT-style, and beyond), pregnant/nursing moms, pescetarians, and
people with autoimmune conditions. What you'll experience on this program will be different
from a lot of other "diet" programs out there that promote extremely restricted eating;
encourage you to consume only shakes, juices, or smoothies; or rely heavily on supplements
and very-low-calorie or very-low-fat diets to ensure success. The goal of any detox program
should be to support your body in naturally cleansing itself of substances that create negative
health effects—and that's exactly what The 21-Day Sugar Detox does. By focusing on quality
protein, healthy fats, and good carbs, this program will help you change not only the foods you
eat, but also your habits around food, and even the way your palate reacts to sweet foods.
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You'll likely complete the program and continue eating this way much of the time thereafter
because you'll feel so amazing. After changing your everyday eating habits, you will begin to
gain a new understanding of how food works in your body—and just how much nutrition affects
your entire life. There's no reason to wait! SUGAR IS TAKING OVER OUR LIVES. But why?
And is it only those sweet, refined white crystals that are causing us problems, or could there
be more to the story? Let's be honest: The problem isn't just sugar itself. It's the refined,
nutrient-poor carbohydrates that carry tons of calories, but no real nutrition. In our world, these
are the easiest foods to grab on the go, but they leave us fat, sick, tired, and downright
unhappy. The effect that sugar, "hidden" carbs, and refined, processed foods have on our
bodies goes far beyond our waistlines. We can't focus, we can't sleep, we have irrational midafternoon cravings, and we can't even make it through the day without wanting—or needing—to
prop up our energy levels with caffeine or even more sugar! What can we do to break free from
this cycle? The 21-Day Sugar Detox is here to help.
Sugar is a fantastic substance. It is something that is naturally tasty to most humans, and it
adds a whole range of flavor even to savory and salty dishes. However, sugar is slightly
addictive, and if you are used to having sugar, you will continue to expect more sugar! Sugar
detox allows you to flush all of the sugar out of your body, giving you a chance to start fresh.
Instead of craving sugar, you will be able to look at it objectively and to decide if it is something
you really want.
'Hi, my name is Davina, and I'm a sugar addict . . .' Davina McCall loves a challenge. And
giving up sugar has been one of her toughest yet. In this beautiful cookbook, Davina shares
her favourite super-healthy recipes that have helped her kick the sugar habit and cut out junk
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food for good. These recipes: *are easy to make but taste amazing *contain the foods that help
you look and feel great *have no long lists of scary, hard-to-find ingredients This is real food for
real life! 5 WEEKS TO SUGAR-FREE also includes a 5 week meal planner that works towards
curbing sweet cravings and cutting out all processed foods. Davina is no guru, she's one of us,
so her plan also includes pudding recipes that help the most sweet-toothed chocoholic kick the
added sugar habit. Simple, delicious and brimming with flavour, these recipes take the faff out
of sugar-free!
Sugar Detox for BeginnersLearn How To Beat Sugar Addiction, Stop Sugar Cravings, Increase
Energy and Lose WeightThis book is filled with valuable information on everything from why
you should consider going on a Sugar Detox to offering you some great no-sugar added
deserts to 30 Days of Detox meal plan suggestions. You will be offered suggestions on how to
beat your sugar addictions and cravings in a healthy manner and loose weight while doing it.
Eating too much sugar in our diets is a big problem that we face here in North America this is
something we need to address and take seriously especially when the numbers of our children
suffering from obesity are increasing. We need to seriously look at trying to reduce our sugar
intake more than ever now that sugar has been found to have connections to heart disease the number one killer in the world today! This book will offer you guidance on how to reduce
the added sugars in your diet with an assortment of meal suggestions and recipes that will
enable you to enjoy some healthy meals that are not packed with added sugars. Enjoy these
healthier meal choices while losing weight at the same time! Download your copy of "Sugar
Detox" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button.
Dr. Hyman's revolutionary weight-loss program, based on the #1 New York Times bestseller
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The Blood Sugar Solution, supercharged for immediate results! The key to losing weight and
keeping it off is maintaining low insulin levels. Based on Dr. Hyman's groundbreaking Blood
Sugar Solution program, THE BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET presents
strategies for reducing insulin levels and producing fast and sustained weight loss. Dr. Hyman
explains how to: activate your natural ability to burn fat--especially belly fat; reduce
inflammation; reprogram your metabolism; shut off your fat-storing genes; de-bug your
digestive system; create effortless appetite control; and soothe the stress to shed the pounds.
With practical tools designed to achieve optimum wellness, including meal plans, recipes, and
shopping lists, as well as step-by-step, easy-to-follow advice on green living, supplements,
medication, exercise, and more, THE BLOOD SUGAR SOLUTION 10-DAY DETOX DIET is
the fastest way to lose weight, prevent disease, and feel your best.
Sugar Is More Addictive Than Cocaine but You CAN Give It Up for Good in Just 2 Weeks You
can't wait to unwrap that chocolate candy. You want it so much that your hands shake while
you're trying to tear through the packaging. Two hours later, you're cranky, you're listless and
you crave something sweet again. It feels that if you don't have that sugary rush one more
time, your head's going to explode. There is no denying, you are a sugar addict. Sugar
addiction is a real thing. When you eat lots of the white stuff, it acts on the brain in a manner
similar to cocaine. That's why sugar is so difficult to give up. Some people attempting to detox
could even experience potent sugar withdrawal symptoms. At the same time, giving up sugar
makes sense because you: Will lose weight - just think about it, having three cups of tea per
day with two cubes of sugar each gives you 92 additional calories or the equivalent of four
jumbo shrimp, half a cup of pineapple or one egg! Bring down your risk of heart disease by
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38% Cut your risk of diabetes by as much as 60% Enjoy clearer, more beautiful, acne-free skin
Will have a healthier tummy Will have high energy levels throughout the day, no more peaks
and crashes! Isn't that motivation enough for you to consider quitting all the junk? Beating a
sugar addiction isn't easy but it's certainly accomplishable. With the right guidance and step-bystep tips to eliminate bad carbs from your diet, you will be able to give up sugar in less than 2
weeks and never crave it again. In Move on from Sugar Addiction with the Sugar Detox
Cleanse, you will discover: Detailed, day-by-day guidance to help you kick your sugar addiction
to the curb Delicious recipes and meal plans for a two-week sugar detox Fun meals and sugar
replacements that will give you that great taste without the calories or the health hazards
Encouragement from someone who knows exactly where you stand right now Effective
strategies for attacking the emotional aspects of sugar addiction 17 food triggers you should
throw out today Ways to start incorporating healthy carbs in your meals once the detox is over
Long-term tactics for success and making good nutrition an enjoyable part of your daily life And
a lot more! If you're thinking about not embarking on the journey at all because it will be way
too difficult, think about the silver lining! You will be fitter, healthier, more energetic, and
generally happier when you manage to overcome that sugar addiction. Beating the cravings,
the mood swings, and the lack of energy is possible if you know what food replacements to
introduce and how to optimize your nutrition. You will not only discover the best kinds of meals
to prepare during a sugar detox, but you'll also dig deeper into the roots of your addiction to
develop a healthier relationship with food. If you are tired of being a slave to sugar and you
want to transform your body and your mind, scroll up and click the "Add to Cart" button now.
"Is It Time For A Sugar Detox?" helps the reader to get a bit of insight into what happens when
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there is excess sugar in the body. The text then highlights how the negative effects of having
too much sugar can be reversed or in the worst case scenarios controlled with the
implementation of a sugar detox. As the numbers of persons that have diseases related to the
consumption of excess sugar have increased it has become extremely important to curb the
problem as quickly as possible and this text is one of the ways that can be used to do this. The
main aim of the text is not only to het the reader to do a sugar detox to get rid of the toxins that
have been accumulated in the body with the consumption of sugar but also how to stop eating
the foods that contain high levels of sugar.
Discover how to identify hidden sugar traps in your food while reducing your sugar intake,
losing weight, and improving your overall health Did you know that you may be consuming the
equivalent of 22 teaspoons of added sugar a day? Added sugars are in practically everything
you eat, and you probably eat much more of them than you think. In fact, 80 percent of the
600,000 consumer packaged foods sold in the United States contain added sugar. Most of us
are eating way too much of the sweet stuff and don’t even know it. Sugar Shock is the ultimate
resource you need to break the hold sugar has on you. This easy-to-use guide will help you
understand and gain control of the amount of added sugar you consume. It shares the science
behind sugar: what it does to you, why your body is wired to crave it, and how to keep track of
your intake. Plus, the extensive at-a-glance photo gallery shows hundreds of sugary packaged
foods in the market, along with smart swaps for less sugary (but still delicious) options. There
are also surefire low-sugar swaps for kids' cereals, snacks, and drinks that even your pickiest
eater will love. Sugar Shock is packed with hundreds of nutritionist-approved sugar-zapping
strategies: · Get Your Sugar Score – Take the Sweet Tooth Quiz and find out if your daily
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sugar dose is okay or out of whack. · 7-Day Sugar Tracker – Crack the deceptive code words
and measurements that food labels use to fool you, and uncover the truth about your food
choices. · Go Clean & Lean – Wean yourself from added sugars with an easy, painless 7-Day
Sugar Step-Down Plan. Go further with a 21-Day Sugar-Detox Meal Plan chock-full of hearty
meals and satisfying snacks. · 50 Shades of Sugar – Discover the 50+ (!!) types of sugar
disguised in many of the foods you eat (hint: Just because a sweetener like honey is “natural”
doesn't mean it's better). · Smart Sugar Swaps – Trade up to healthier foods that are just as
crave-worthy with the Sugar Shock photo guide to beverages, snacks, breakfast, baked goods,
soups, sauces—even cocktails! With everything you need take back control of your well-being
and your waistline, Sugar Shock is your path to sweet victory and a slimmer, healthier you!
Sugar Detox : Sugar Detox Program To Naturally Cleanse Your Sugar Craving , Lose Weight
and Feel Great In Just 15 Days Or Less! is a program designed to be easily incorporated into
our busy schedule while providing all the practical tools necessary to support and rejuvenate
our bodies. The effect is transformative: nagging health problems will suddenly disappear,
extra weight will drop away, and for the first time in our lives, we will experience what it truly
means to feel healthy. Includes: o New Recipes o 15 Day Meal Plan o Dermal detox o Sugar
Addiction Quiz o How to Kick Sugar addiction for Life
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Lose up to a pound a day and curb your craving for
sweets with delicious recipes and simple, science-based food swaps from David Zinczenko,
NBC’s health and wellness contributor and bestselling author of Zero Belly Diet, Zero Belly
Smoothies, and Eat This, Not That! With Zero Sugar Diet, #1 New York Times bestselling
author David Zinczenko continues his twenty-year mission to help Americans live their
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happiest and healthiest lives, uncovering revolutionary new research that explains why you
can’t lose weight—and shows that it’s not your fault! The true culprit is sugar—specifically
added sugars—which food manufacturers sneak into almost everything we eat, from bread to
cold cuts to yogurt, peanut butter, pizza, and even “health” foods. Until now, there’s been no
way to tell how much added sugar you’re eating—or how to avoid it without sacrifice. But with
the simple steps in Zero Sugar Diet, you’ll be able to eat all your favorite foods and strip away
unnecessary sugars—losing weight at a rate of up to one pound per day, while still enjoying the
sweeter things in life. By replacing empty calories with essential ones—swapping in whole foods
and fiber and swapping out added sugars—you’ll conquer your cravings and prevent the blood
sugar surge that leads to some of the worst health scourges in America today, including
abdominal fat, diabetes, heart disease, cancer, liver disease, fatigue, and tooth decay. And all
it takes is 14 days. You’ll be stunned by the reported results: Lisa Gardner, 49, lost 10 pounds
Tara Anderson, 42, lost 10 pounds David Menkhaus, 62, lost 15 pounds Ricky Casados, 56,
lost 12 pounds You, too, can melt away belly fat, boost your energy levels and metabolism,
and take control of your health and your life, armed with a comprehensive grocery list of fresh
produce, proteins, whole grains, and even prepared meals, accompanied by two weeks’ worth
of fiber-rich breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack recipes and real-life results from successful
Zero Sugar dieters. The fat-burning formula for long-term weight loss and optimal health is at
your fingertips. Join in the crusade and say goodbye to added sugars—and goodbye to your
belly—with Zero Sugar Diet! Praise for Zero Sugar Diet “Zero Sugar Diet targets an easily
identifiable enemy, comparing excess sugar in our diet to a deadly virus. . . . Well, that got my
attention.”—The New York Times Book Review “A user-friendly guide [that provides] a wealth
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of helpful information and tools for those wishing to limit added sugars in their diet.”—Library
Journal “This plan is informative and entertaining (e.g., a chart converts common meals to
their equivalent in donuts; ‘an open letter from your pancreas’) and will help readers rein in
cravings and become savvy monitors of added sugar consumption.”—Publishers Weekly
A proven and tested sugar detox plan can make the difference between you getting an easier
time shedding weight, eating well and feeling very good or continuing to suffer from increased
and destroying sugar cravings, candida overgrowth and packing on pounds of excess fatNow if
you have been held by sugar detox for a long time, this powerful guide on sugar detox plan will
save your health and your bodyThis guide will show you a 10 step sugar detox plan so as to
stop Sugar craving and quit Sugar addiction as well as lose excess weightThis guide also
contains a 3 days sugar detox plan which will effectively end sugar cravings and addiction
without any negative effects on your healthThis guide is a proven and tested strategy so that
you can effectively enjoy full healthGET YOUR COPY TODAY by scrolling up and Clicking Buy
Now to get your copy today
Sugar Detox Made Easy Are you struggling with sugar cravings? Recent studies show that
sugar is as addictive as drugs such as heroin and cocaine. You may have a sugar addiction
without even realizing it given that sugar is present in a vast range of foods and beverages
including cookies, candy, ice cream, juices, soda, and even bread. Eating excessive amounts
of sugar can result in serious health issues such as obesity, diabetes, and high blood pressure.
This book shares effective strategies for detoxing your body from sugar and its harmful effects.
By reading this book, you'll learn:
Beat your sugar cravings and kick-start healthier habits with this dietary detox specially
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designed for seniors. Sugar crash? Again? As your body ages, many things change—including
your metabolism and the way your body reacts to certain foods. The Sugar Detox Diet for 50+
explains the science behind this and outlines strategies for starting a gentle dietary detox
today, including: Eliminating high-sugar fruits, vegetables, and snacks Increasing water intake
and hydration levels Adding more protein to your meals And much more! Registered dietitian
and author Dr. Dana Elia explains how to safely and effectively eliminate excess sugar from
your diet to boost energy, help with weight loss, and prevent harmful health conditions such as
heart disease, diabetes, and high cholesterol. Inside you’ll also find recipes for breakfast,
lunch, dinner, and snack options. Taming your sweet tooth has never been easier!
Sugar Detox for Beginners Easy Guide to Stop Sugar Addiction, Bust Sugar Cravings with
Delicious Sugar Free Diet (recipes included) Sale price. You will save 66% with this offer.
Please hurry up!Are you a diehard fan of sugar? Do you often dream how amazing you will feel
eating all those cupcakes, muffins, candy and chocolates? Do you hate yourself because of it?
Well, no more of self hate! This book has exactly what you are looking for to bust your sugar
addiction and cravings. It will tell you how to fix your mind so that you can get closer to achieve
your goal. It will also tell you what to buy and most importantly what NOT to buy in its bonus
chapter. All you need to do is to start taking this book seriously in order to fix your mood,
improve your body shape and clear your mind off the excess sugar present in your
bloodstream. This book contains: Strategies on developing an anti-sugar mindset Guide on
how to spot companies that are selling you products that you must not buy Delicious sugar free
recipes that will keep you away from sugar intake Strategies on cleansing your body from
sugar Tips on developing a sugar free lifestyle Download your copy of " Sugar Detox for
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Beginners " by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button. Tags: cure, lose
weight, detox diet, detox clean, increase energy, boost metabolism, quick start guide, short
guide for beginners, more energy, sugar detox diet, sugar free diet, suppress the immune
system, cause premature ageing , cause tooth decay , increase fluid retention , known enemy
for regular and good bowel movement , cause depression or mood swings , cause/contribute
to arthritis, Crohn's diseases, asthma, gallstones, appendicitis, heart disease, multiple
sclerosis, diabetes and more , cause concentration difficulties, crankiness and hyperactivity in
children, The Truth about Sugar, Sugar Addiction, Understanding Sugar Detox and its Benefits,
Start the 21-Days Sugar Detox, Healthy Sugar-Free Recipes, beginners, easy guide, sugar
addiction, sugar cravings, 21 day sugar detox, sugar detox made simple, sugar detox recipes,
sugar detox free, sugar detox cookbook, sugar detox challenge, sugar detox, low sugar diet,
diabetic diet, sugar detox, sugar addiction, sugar detox diet, sugar cravings, sugar busters,
sugar detox diet, sugar help, diabetes diet, how to detox from sugar, sugar detox, how to beat
sugar addiction, sugar free, sugar detox cookbook, sugar free recipes, sugar detox, sugar free
diet, healthy eating
A fun and empowering 6-week program to getting your weight down and energy up by getting
sugar savvy and resetting your taste buds and your attitude, from the founder of Energy Up!,
High Voltage. Unleash your inner girl power to take control of food so it doesn’t control you.
Can’t eat just one? Yeah. There’s a reason for that. New science shows that when we
overload on sugar our brain receptors actually change, making it hard to regulate how much
we eat. Sugar is addictive. It lights up the same reward receptors and triggers the same
cascade of feel-good brain chemicals like serotonin and dopamine as cocaine. And when
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you’re shaky, irritable and looking for your next food “fix,” you may not even realize it—but
you’re hooked. Like all of us, you just want to feel good and have energy for all the activities
you do and love. But the foods you’re counting on to get you there inevitably make you feel
worse…not to mention lead to obesity, heart disease, diabetes, wrinkled skin (truly), and even
cancer. Enough! It’s time to take control of your health and happiness. To take control of your
weight. To take control of food so it doesn’t control you. To get your energy up in a real,
sustainable way. To get Fit, Fabulous, and Fierce. Sugar Savvy is the solution. Based on the
groundbreaking “Energy Up” program created by Kathie Dolgin (aka High Voltage), proven in
a 2007 Columbia University Medical Center study to help participants lose an average of 13
pounds, the Sugar Savvy solution is more than a diet. It’s an eye-opening, confidencebuilding, life-affirming program that literally and scientifically helps remap your brain chemistry
to change what you crave and want to eat. It’s a plan that will empower you from the top down
and inside out. Sugar Savvy includes: • a complete 6-week plan to transform your eating and
exercise habits • easy-to-assemble Power Meal Formulas plus more than 40 simple Power
Meals and Snacks you can use to eat Sugar Savvy anywhere • Moving Affirmations that move
your body and your spirit • inspirational stories and advice from the 17 Sugar Savvy Sisters
who tried our program, every single one of whom lost weight • and much more! This one-of-akind plan beats obesity where it begins—in your brain. The Sugar Savvy motto: Eat whatever
you want, but we will change what you want. Guaranteed! “Obesity is a critical public health
issue, and sugar is a major reason. Sugar Savvy is a straightforward, easy-to-follow guide to
help people avoid the serious health effects of consuming too much sugar. It has the potential
to be a powerful tool for its readers.” --Michael Bloomberg "Science is just now catching up to
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what High Voltage figured out years ago: Breaking your sugar addiction isn't about willpower,
it's about brain chemistry. Follow her innovative Sugar Savvy program to change what you
crave, lose weight, and beat disease!" --Mark Hyman, MD, author of The Blood Sugar Solution
10-Day Detox Diet “Sugar Savvy sizzles with High Voltage's remarkable ability to motivate and
excite! I couldn't put it down. What a fantastic resource for women who are ready to go for it
and finally detox from sugar and remake their bodies. I give it a 10!” --Kathleen DesMaisons,
PhD, bestselling author of Potatoes Not Prozac “Many thanks to High Voltage for not ‘sugarcoating’ the fact that excess sugar makes us fat and sick. This simple 6-week program to
eliminate added sugar is dynamite and I plan to share it with my patients ASAP.” --Joel K.
Kahn, MD, Clinical Professor of Medicine, Wayne State University School of Medicine and
author of The Holistic Heart Book “Sugar Savvy is destined to become a classic! Not only will
you break your addiction to sugar, white flour, bad fats, and salt, you'll transform your body,
mind, and spirit to forever change the way you think about food.” --Ann Louise Gittleman,
Ph.D., CNS, New York Times bestselling author of The Fat Flush Plan and Get the Sugar Out

Lower Your Blood Sugar Now and Keep It Low - Ready to lower your blood
sugar, detox and kick your addiction? It might Save Your Life With Lower Your
Blood Sugar you're going to discover the best, most effective way to get rid of
bad habits, detox your body from the harmful effects of sugar. Are you ready to
put your blood sugar to where it belongs and tame your sugar cravings? Are you
desperate and would like to do a sugar detox? Are you tired being a sugar addict
and ready to make a stop to it? Lower Your Blood Sugar - A Quick Start Guide to
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Lower Your Blood Sugar, Bust Sugar Cravings, Increase Energy and Lose
Weight with the Sugar Detox Diet is a no BS, right-to-the-point super-guide that is
filled with effective information. You need to detox your body from sugar, lower
your blood sugar for good and make sugar cravings and sugar addiction a thing
of the past! In a concise, step-by-step way, Lower Your Blood Sugar takes you
step-by-step through how the sugar detox diet works and how to start eating
healthy for life. Lower Your Blood Sugar (And Keep It Low) teaches you: How to
choose foods that will effectively lower your blood sugar How the sugar detox will
help you lose weight The benefits of a sugar detox diet The effects of bad sugars
on the body The effects of sugar supplements on your brain How to sleep better,
have clearer skin, better focus and less cavity How to prevent diabetes and other
diseases caused by sugar How to drastically increase your energy How to
overcome sugar addiction ...and much more! As an added BONUS, Lower Your
Blood Sugar includes an option to Get 150 Mediterranean Recipes, delicious
sugar detox recipes for breakfast, lunch, and dinner plus salad, soup, side dish
and snack RECIPES from a World Healthiest Diet that will allow you to dive right
into a sugar detox that will detox your body and eradicate pesky sugar cravings.
How Lower Your Blood Sugar can save your life Statistics say that the average
American consumes 156 pounds of added sugar each year. Yet, sugar can be
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extremely damaging to the body because it can cause all kinds of life-threatening
diseases. Nutrition experts say that refined sugar is as harmful as a drug. It is
simply a pure chemical derived from plant sources that is purer than cocaine.
Studies show that sugar actually causes the brain to react in a similar way that it
does to opiates like heroin or morphine. It creates a euphoric feeling that makes
you consume more sugar to create the same 'high' you had before. Lower Your
Blood Sugar is unique in that it doesn't waste your time with useless information.
It shows you exactly how to lower your blood sugar, detox your body from sugar,
lose weight and beat your sugar addiction fast. Here's a Preview of What You'll
Learn... Why sugar makes you fat The difference between good and bad sugars
How the sugar detox diet works Good foods to eat on the sugar detox diet Foods
to avoid on the sugar detox diet How to beat sugar addiction How to do a 14 day
sugar detox A quick healthy recipes when you need them The difference
between natural and artificial sweeteners What to expect during your sugar detox
Eating out during your detox How to reintroduce sugar How to maintain a your
blood sugar low Sugar free "detox friendly" recipes ...and more! Go back up and
DOWNLOAD YOUR COPY TODAY! Keywords: lower your blood sugar, sugar
detox, sugar, sugar detox for beginners, sugar detox diet, sugar addiction, sugar
detox, 14 day sugar detox, sugar detox, sugar detox made simple, sugar free
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recipe, sugar diet
This book provides the framework for quitting sugar, and living healthy with a
Sugar Detox plan. The purpose for writing this book is to explain the science
behind the harmful effects of sugar on the body. It will give you the structure for
creating a sugar detox plan that introduces you to a new world of healthy living
without an excessive dependency on sugar. By detoxing the body of sugar you
will begin to see the positive effects which include: Healthier living, weight loss,
and increased energy. This book will equip you with the tools you need to feel
well and in control. When you're ready to "detoxify" from sugar, you'll find recipes,
inspiration, and information in these pages. You'll learn to think about your diet in
new ways, and to substitute healthful foods and behaviors for those that weren't
working for you. This book is designed to offer maximum flexibility and ease-two
things you could probably use a lot more of in your life and your diet. You'll also
find information about dealing with special situations or diets that are sugar-freeplus-something-else (kosher, halal, vegetarian). Nothing should stand between
you and the life and health you want. Sugar detoxing should not leave you
hungry, fatigued, or moody. The opposite does happen: After a few days of
careful eating, you should begin to feel revitalized. The longer you refrain from
eating sugar, the easier it will likely become. The better you'll feel, and even look.
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(Sugar's no good for your skin, either, except topically.) Sweet! Or maybe not.
Let's get started in walking the way! Follow the guidelines and take action. By
ordering this book you have taken the first step towards creating successful
habits that will benefit you the world over. Thanks again for having downloaded
this book, it is my hope that you enjoy it!
In his first book, Dr. Daryl Gioffre taught us how to fight inflammation by getting
off unhealthy, highly acidic foods. Now, he’s targeted sugar—because when you
break your sugar addiction, you cut out a major contributor to inflammation, brain
fog, aging, and chronic disease. You’ll go from stress eating to strength eating
with Dr. Gioffre’s life-changing plan: Phase 1: Weed—7 days to detox your mind,
body, and diet Phase 2: Seed—21 days to crush your cravings Phase 3: Feed—A
lifetime of satisfying, strengthening eating With tips for customizing the plan,
including using clean keto and intermittent fasting to tune up your metabolism,
and sixty-five craving-stopping recipes, Get Off Your Sugar is your guide to
turning your body into a strength-eating, energy-filled, acid-kicking machine.
'I lost weight and my skin changed, it cleared. But when I quit the white stuff, I
also started to heal. I found wellness and the kind of energy and sparkle I had as
a kid. I don't believe in diets or in making eating miserable. This plan and the
recipes are designed for lasting wellness.' Sarah Wilson was a self-confessed
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sugar addict, eating the equivalent of twenty-five teaspoons of sugar every day,
before making the link between her sugar consumption and a lifetime of mood
disorders, fluctuating weight issues, sleep problems and thyroid disease. She
knew she had to make a change. What started as an experiment soon became a
way of life, then a campaign to alert others to the health dangers of sugar. I Quit
Sugar uses Sarah's personal experience to help you: · beat the sugar habit with a
tested eight week plan · overcome cravings via proven and easy tricks · find
healthy sugar substitutes · cook sugar-free: over a hundred desserts, cakes,
chocolate, kids' treats, snacks and easy detox meals 'Sarah's down-to-earth,
practical approach makes the sugar-quitting process doable, while her recipes
make it fun' - David Gillespie, author of Sweet Poison.
'Hi, my name is Davina, and I'm a sugar addict . . .' Davina McCall loves a
challenge. And giving up sugar has been her toughest yet. In this beautiful
cookbook, Davina shares her favourite super-healthy recipes that have helped
her kick the sugar habit and cut out junk food for good. These recipes: *are easy
to make but taste amazing *contain the foods that help you look and feel great
*have no long lists of scary, hard-to-find ingredients This is real food for real life!
5 WEEKS TO SUGAR-FREE also includes a 5 week meal planner that works
towards curbing sweet cravings and cutting out all processed foods. Davina is no
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guru, she's one of us, so her plan also includes pudding recipes that help the
most sweet-toothed chocoholic kick the added sugar habit. Simple, delicious and
brimming with flavour, these recipes take the faff out of sugar-free!
Reset Your Body with the Sugar Detox Diet People nowadays consume way too
much sugar, which is a major problem. The consequences are obesity, diabetes
and other illnesses. By cutting out sugar of your diet, your body can reset. Your
sugar cravings stop, you lose weight, and your energy increases. In Sugar Detox
for Beginners you will learn everything you need to know to successfully detox
your body, bust sugar cravings, and stop sugar addiction. You'll be amazed at
the number of delicious sugar free recipes you can enjoy. If you complete the 21
Day Sugar Detox Diet you will: Lose weight Have more consistent energy - all
day long! Have less stress and anxiety Have a healthier, younger-looking skin
Prevent many serious diseases Stop cravings so you can maintain a low-sugar
diet after your sugar detox is complete! In Sugar Detox for Beginners you will
learn why sugar is so addictive. You'll find out how your body processes various
sugars and how eating too much sugar negatively affects you. With little
dedication, time and effort you'll be able to reset your health and drop pounds
quickly. You'll be amazed by the results! Cutting sugar out of your life for 21 days
can be hard, but Sugar Detox for Beginners will be there for you with essential
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advice and support. It explains how to get through rough times. Don't give up your body will thank you!
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